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Calculation methods & disclaimers 

• Unless otherwise stated, all performance calculations are calculated from the

opening price, on the first day of public trading, rather than the issue price. Issue

price figures are also utilised in the study, but these are specified.

• Unless otherwise stated, all performance charts are based on the mean/average

figures from the data set. Median figures are also assessed through the study, but

these are specified.

• Takeovers were accounted for by using the last close price.

• Delisted securities due to bankruptcy were accounted for by attributing a -100%

return in order to avoid 'survivorship bias'.

• We have excluded all investment trusts, funds & holding companies from the study

to ensure that the I POs are comparable across standard equity listings.

• Price histories taken from an adjusted prices database, which accounts for all

share placings, splits and buybacks.

• Data set included 258 UK I POs over the period 1st January 2021- 1st May 2021.

It is worth noting that the data set gets smaller over time.

• Final price histories used in the study were taken on the 15th June 2021.

If you would like to see a full list of all the I POs we assessed in our study, 

then please do check out the link to this spreadsheet here. 

If you have any further questions about the study, feel free to reach out to 

us and we' ll be happy to respond. 
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16TUn9u-jGGqK45hdFU5ThwiROhXlxZy1zbdzKuuQL3k/edit#gid=0
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Do better quality, lower price IPOs 

outperform? 

The discipline of owning shares with exposure to proven drivers of returns in the 

stock market, such as Quality (financial strength) and Value (cheaply priced) - known 

as factor investing - has become increasingly popular over the past decade. But what 

role do these kinds of factors play in the success of I POs? 

There hasn't been much academic research into the success of factor investing when 

it comes to I POs. Evidently, it is hard to gather much information about the value, 

quality, momentum, growth, or income attributes of a security when there's little 

financial history that is readily available. 

One can always take a closer look at a company's prospectus documents to get a good 

idea of the overall financial health of a company, but the real picture will start to 

emerge a few months after listing, when the interim or annual results are published. 

For this reason, we assessed the quality and value characteristics of IPOs using 

Stockopedia's StockRanks - specifically the dual-factor Quality & Value Rank (QV 

Rank). Our goal was to determine whether high-quality and cheap IPOs go on to 

provide superior returns. 

Factor investing and IPOs - the QV Rank 

Over the past 50 years, knowledge of what drives outperformance in the 

stock market has made huge strides. Academics and industry 

professionals now agree that long term investment returns are heavily 

influenced by exposure to some very powerful factors. 

These factors include Value (stocks that are cheaply priced), Quality 

(businesses that are strong and well financed) and Momentum (stocks that 

are on an improving trend and rising in price). 
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https://www.stockopedia.com/features/stockranks/


At Stockopedia, we calculate the StockRanks - a set of rankings daily  for 

every share in the market. Using our database of more than 2000 

fundamental and technical ratios we rank every stock relative to every 

other across their Quality, Value and Momentum. These rankings are 

published for every stock daily from zero (worst) to 100 (best), and aim to 

give investors the ability to quickly make more informed decisions about 

their investments. 
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Since we started tracking the StockRanks in 2013, higher ranked shares 

have tended to outperform the market and lower ranked shares have 

tended to underperform the market. But what part do these factors play in 

the success of I POs? 

Given that newly-li sted companies have no price history and no track 

record when it comes to broker forecasts or earnings progression, it is not 

easy to use Momentum as a meaningful guide early on. But the two main 

factors of Quality and Value can be very useful... 

In the IPO Survival Guide we used the Crossover QV rank - a dual-factor 

approach that combines the Quality and Value Ranks. This single measure 

(where a rank of O is poor and 100 is excellent) provides an instant 

assessment of the appeal of any stock's combined Quality and Value. A 

high QV rank indicates that a stock is both high-quality and cheap, 

whereas a low QV rank indicates an expensive, 'junk' stock. 
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https://www.stockopedia.com/features/stockranks/
https://www.stockopedia.com/learn/stockranks-ratings/the-crossover-ranks-463138/
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Insights from private investors' 

perceptions of I POs 

One of the main routes of entry into I POs for many individual investors are major UK 

investment platforms like interactive investor. 

Services like interactive investor provide upcoming IPO information - as well as the 

ability to trade them - and it will often be here that investors first learn about these 

new opportunities. We joined forces with interactive investor to survey their 

website visitors about how they perceive I POs, their reasons for investing in them 

and their expectations about what the returns might be. 

We asked the following questions to 1,200 visitors to 

the interactive investor website: 

• If you have invested in IPOs before, how well have your

investments performed?

• How risky is investing in IPOs, in your opinion?

• Why would you/do you invest in IPOs?
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https://www.ii.co.uk/
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